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Abstract. Interactive toolkits can be used to audit automated decision-making mod-
els for discriminatory biases. In this paper, we present a rubric listing the functional
requirements such toolkits need to fulfil to make them usable in practice. The rubric
was based on a literature review of interview studies with industry practitioners,
and other possible auditors.
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Over the past years, more and more automated decision-making (ADM) models
are being developed for tasks usually performed by humans, such as credit scoring or
job recruitment. Though powerful and potentially time-saving, these models come with
the risk of mirroring and amplifying discriminatory patterns recorded in the data they
are based on. In other words, their decisions might (directly or indirectly) favour some
groups of the population, while disfavouring others, based on sex, age, race, or other
characteristics of the decision subjects [10]. In response to growing concerns about the
unfairness of ML, research organizations and legal institutions have called out the im-
portance of auditing the bias of ADM systems before they are deployed, a process that
in the case of hiring and employment systems has already become mandatory in New
York City [8] and for which regulations are being proposed in the EU, in the form of the
EU AI Act [4]. Conducting an audit is a lengthy and complex process in which a lot of
considerations need to be made, like how to define bias, which groups to include in the
audit, and to which extent some disparate treatments of groups might be justifiable. To
streamline and simplify this process, interactive tools can help, which let auditors inspect
a model’s predictions and input data in a visual way [1,2,13,14]. As more of these tools
are being developed, all of them differing in the functionalities they provide, the question
arises of which functionality they actually need to offer to make them usable in realistic
settings. In an attempt to answer this question, interview studies with potential auditors
have been conducted, in which essential design considerations and requirements were
identified [3,5,6,7,9,11,12]. Still, an extensive overview of these requirements is lacking,
which is why we conducted a literature review to compile a rubric that brings the results
of these studies together. The resulting rubric is presented in Figure 1. As can be seen,
the first part of the rubric relates to a tool’s functionality to let users inspect the predic-
tions of an ADM model for possible biases. In other words, tools should help users in
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examining whether the models’ outputs or errors disfavour some groups or individuals
of the population. Relating to this, it is among others important that tools do not merely
support bias analysis on one binary sensitive attribute (e.g., race: white vs. non white)
but enable bias analysis in more complex settings, when intersectional groups might be
affected or when access to sensitive attributes is missing.

The second family of requirements relates to tools’ functionality to let users inspect
the input data. This inspection is crucial to understand where biases in the models’ pre-
dictions come from and how they can be mitigated. For instance, users need to be able to
access the training labels of the data to understand whether any disparities in predictions
(e.g., women being denied a loan more often than men) are also reflected there. Another
example is the functionality to inspect differences in sample sizes, so that users under-
stand why a model might have worse performance on certain population groups than on
others.

The last family of requirements relates to whether tools make bias audits scalable.
For instance, tools should report the confidence intervals of their bias measures so that
auditors can focus on biases that reflect systemic issues of a model, rather than wasting
time on “one-off” mistakes that are expected by chance. At the same time, tools should
automatically highlight subgroups and individual instances that might be subject to dis-
criminatory bias, so that an auditor does not miss important biases.

In our poster presentation, we will examine each requirement in more detail, to high-
light the considerations that should go into the fairness assessment of an ADM model
and help developers of future tools understand practitioners’ functional needs in them.

BIAS DETECTION IN PREDICTIONS

Different forms of bias can be detected [3, 6, 7, 9, 11]

Tool supports following bias definitions:

Outcome based

Actual vs. Outcome based

Probability based

Similarity based

Causal based

Tool provides customizable metrics

Intersectional Analysis is supported [3, 7, 9, 11, 12]  

Bias based on non-binary sensitive attributes

Bias based on combination of sensitive attributes

Bias beyond sensitive attribute(s) [5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 12]

Contextualization of differences in outcomes

Indirect bias analysis is enabled

BIAS DETECTION IN INPUT DATA [3, 5, 7, 9, 11]

Inspect relation between attributes and ground truth 
labels

Inspect relation between attributes

Inspect subgroup sizes

Inspect differences between train- and test set

SCALABILITY OF AUDIT

Prioritizing systemic biases [5, 6, 7] 

Tool reports confidence intervals

Tool groups similar subgroups together

Tool groups similar individuals together

Accounting for blindspots [5, 6]

Tool suggests subgroup biases

Tool suggests individual biases

Define your equation here
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Figure 1. Rubric of requirements in interactive auditing tools. The rubric was compiled based on a literature
review of the studies [3,5,6,7,9,11,12]
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